Single Transaction

Offer one single checkout for multiple sellers and countries

Merchant Need

Do not lose purchases related to one end user buying items from a local and cross-border seller, in different checkouts.

EBANX Solution

EBANX Single Transaction unifies items in a single checkout regardless of the origin of the seller (local or cross-border) and sends the values in different remittances for local and international merchant's entities.

Single Transaction is the ideal solution for

Marketplaces and general e-commercuses that operate with local entities and offer local and international items from different sellers.

How does it work?

Customer → Merchant → EBANX → Merchant Cross-border → Merchant Entity

Local Seller → Cross-border Seller

Key Benefits

Reach more customers with a unified cart and checkout page with products from multiple sellers, currencies, and countries.

Flexible Remittance: EBANX does take care of the amount split, considering different entities and countries. Merchants have full visibility into the breakdown in every single payment.

Smart Reconciliation: Detailed reconciliation regardless the origin and settlement of the payment.

Proportional Fees: Taxes are charged considering the operation, local or cross-border.

Specifications:

Coverage: Chile, Colombia, Mexico

Payment Methods: All offered in Chile, Colombia, and Mexico

Integrations: Direct API, Payment Page

Talk to sales →